
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING / AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

PRABHAT KUMAR COLLEGE, CONTAI

AND

SG SURIATECH PVT. LTD., KOLKATA

this MOU is entered into on the third day of |u|y,201.8 by and between

PRABHAT KUMAR COLLEGE, CONTAI (hereinafter called PKC) situated at Contai in

the district of Purba Medinipur (West Bengal), a UGC-recognised multi-faculty college

of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Studies

And

SG SurjaTech Pvt. Ltd. (hereinafter called ST) having its Office at 609 Boral Main Road,

Boral, Kolkata 7001,54.

The parties are hereinafter referred to as INSTITUTE and INDUSTRY PARTNER.

The Programme for which this MoU is signed is B. Voc. in Solar Technology under the

scheme of "Skill Based Education under National Stiit Qualificition Framework

(NSQF) an initiative of the University Grants Commission (UGC).

Whereas the Industry Partner (ST) is desirous of undertaking a joint'project for the

training component of the said Scheme with Institute (PKC), the two parties to this

Memorandum of Understanding with the intention of both being legally bound, accept

the following terms and conditions:



Terms and Conditions and Modes of Collaboration

Institute (PKC) will be responsible for framing of policy,
curriculum, holding theoretical classes, engaging faculty and

matters related to conducting the programme.

Industry Partner (ST) will be responsible for Industry oriented
training at PKC's own Workshop lLab.

Responsibilities of INSTITUTE (PKC):

The INSTITUTE shall:

a) Develop its own infrastructure for accommodating the theoretical classes

b) Look after the admission of students

c) Arrange holding evaluations as necessary under the scheme

d) Provide broad course outline to the Industry Partner.

e) Provide list of trainees allotted to the Industry Partner (ST).

0 Provide norms and guidelines wherever necessary;

g) Be responsible for the logistics and operational aspects of the training
component of the said Scheme;

h) Provide timely clarifications regarding Academic Inputs and any other
necessary information to the Industry Partner (ST);

i) Shall ensure through proper co-ordination and consultation that the Industry
Partner (ST) provides quality training under the said Scheme;

Responsibilities of INDUSTRY PARTNER (SD:

The INDUSTRY PARTNER shall;

a) Act as the consultant for training activities under Scheme as per the INSTITUTE

guidelines.
b) Give training to the trainees of the INSTITUTE as per the schedule plovided by the

latter
c) Follow the course outline supplied by INSTITUTE, as ryay be amended from time to

time;



Not make any financial commitment on behalf of INSTITUTE, nor shall take loans or
create any other financial liability binding INSTITUTE under this agreemenf

Not realize any fee from the trainees in any form whatsoever; ):

Incur expenditure on all operations/services as per the financial guidelines of
INSTITUTE.

Duration of MOU

This MOU, unless extended by mutual written consent of both the parties (PKC & ST), shall

expire in Three years after the effective date specified in the opening paragraph.

Co-Ordinators

Both the 'INSTITUTE and INDUSTRY

PARTNER shall designate persons who will

have the responsibility for co-ordination and implementation of this agreement.

Siened in Duplicate

This MOU is executed in duplicate with each copy being an official version and having equal,

legal validi V.Bysigning below, the INSTITUTE and the INDUSTRY PARTNER, acting by their

duly authorized representatives, have caused this Memorandum of Understanding to be

executed, effective as of the day and year first above written.
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